
	
  SAFETY PROTOCOL FOR MID-RALLY STAGES 
 
WHAT TO DO IF YOU ENCOUNTER ANOTHER COMPETITOR WHO IS 
SERIOUSLY INJURED OR UNCONSCIOUS  
 
***Regulations require the first responding competitor to stop racing, send for 
help, secure the location, attend to the victim as needed.  
***Do NOT move, displace or relocate a non-responsive, unconscious or 
seriously injured victim. 
 

1) SPOT- Locate the victims SPOT tracker and send the HELP MESSAGE & 
SOS MESSAGE  

2) SAT PHONE Retrieve and power-on your SAT PHONE to contact RALLY 
RELAY to report the incident (you will have the number pre-programmed 
in you SAT PHONE and/ or you will have a list of numbers on the back of 
your score card or other organization issued list of emergency numbers).   

3) SECURE- Secure the location by:  
A. Moving your vehicle or the victim’s vehicle up course and position it in 

a safe manner to alert approaching rider there is an incident ahead and 
they need to slow down or stop and check in (motorcycle number plate 
should be facing the direction of oncoming traffic).  

B. Use remaining vehicle to safely create a barricade for the victim and or 
to develop a makeshift shelter or shaded area.  
***Note: Unless the attending rider or other participant is waiving 
approaching riders to continue down course with a “thumbs up”, all 
successive riders are required to come to a complete stop and ask 
attending rider if there is a message to relay down course.  

4) MAINTAIN-Maintain and manage the location scene by staying in 
communication with RALLY RELAY and following the strict direction of 
RADIO RELAY operator.  
 

WHAT TO DO IF YOU ARE THE FIRST SUCCESSIVE (ie: SECOND) RIDER 
TO ENCOUNTER AN ACCIDENT SCENE. 

1) If you NOT are an experienced EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 
(EMS) provider or otherwise trained in advanced first aid, CPR, etc., you 
are required to: 
A. Receive incident details from the first responder  
B. Continue racing down course at your normal pace 
C. Relay the incident details to the first RALLY OFFICIALS you 

encounter. 



 
2) If you are:  

A. an experienced EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (EMS) provider     
or otherwise trained in advanced first aid, CPR, etc 
AND  

B. You and the first responder agree you are the most qualified and 
suited (ie: you are in a capable physical and mental state of mind)      

You are now responsible for maintaining the location and must establish a 
SAT PHONE communication with RALLY RELAY. The original first 
responder will resume racing down course at normal speed until reaching 
officials to relay the details of the incident.  

 
 

 


